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Purpose: Helps athlete feel comfortable with support, alignment and air sense 
�

The following basic skills build the foundation for proper alignment, power, strength and timing. These are the core 
concepts of tumbling, stunting and basic cheerleading skills. The motor learning taught through basic skills will transfer 
to every level of competitive cheerleading. Therefore it is imperative to test and develop these basic skills. The 
tumbling, stunting and basic cheerleading skills should be acknowledged through each stage of skill development. The 
natural break that happens between the basics and level 2 skills is the mastery of power control, timing skills and stable 
core.  
 
 

TUMBLING BASICS 
 
These basic tumbling skills introduce weight bearing hip-over-head rotation to the learner who has mastered core body 
positions. The tumbler learns to push through straight arms and shoulders to connect the body. Already mastered body 
positions like the "hollow body", should connect to weight-bearing skills like handstands, creating successful cartwheels, 
round-offs and back walkovers. As the athlete develops it is important to encourage physical strength and endurance 
through conditioning. Tumbling basics do not require strenuous conditioning, but sport-specific training (which will 
create Memory of Movement) should occur and is beneficial in forward progression. Along with weight bearing hip-over-
head rotation the athlete must learn and be comfortable with backwards momentum. S/he will learn this with the Back 
Roll, Bridge and Back Walk-over. 
�

Safety Considerations 
�

When an athlete begins to learn inversions and hip-over-head rotations there are two very important safety 
considerations. 
 
The foremost is protection of the head and neck with the arms. The athlete must demonstrate stability and ability to 
keep arms straight through pressure. 
 
When the skill is not independent, the spotter should be a mature and qualified person who has the knowledge and 
strength to manipulate the performers body in the correct positions for the skill, and have the skill knowledge to be able 
to “predict” and be ready for possible errors and scenarios.  
 
The second is mental courage and stability. This is accomplished through proper progressions and encouragement.  An 
athlete should be empowered to explain how they feel and if they are (or are not) prepared to attempt a skill. While 
spotting the athlete a coach should stay to the back of the rotation and spot through the completion of the skill. At all 
levels an Emergency Plan should be in place. 
�

Importance of a Strong Foundation 
 
Basic tumbling skills such as: Tuck, Hollow Body, Arched Body, Jump technique, Punch technique and straight arms 
under pressure, should be mastered before any inverted tumbling skill (involving motion) is attempted. Learning each 
skill in the proper order will develop confidence and good motor skill acquisition habits. To achieve optimal success 
requires independent performance of 90 percent of skills at a 90% success rate to progress to the next level. Proper 
body shape and tightness must be maintained throughout the skill. 
 
A handstand is the most important basic skill to be learned. The learner must be able to properly hold weight in his/her 
arms with a strong straight body and neutral head to protect the head and neck through all tumbling.  
 



Memory of Movement 
Tumbling safely and progressing can only be accomplished by developing Memory of Movement. Memory of Movement 
is learning, and practicing, to a point where movement occurs without conscious thought. An example of this would be 
hand placement on a cartwheel. Learning how to lower the head and arms together through a strong lunge position, 
placing hands in the proper place to a consistent comfortable rhythm. The muscle memory learned in basics are the 
foundation for all tumbling. When this movement becomes a Memory Movement then other advanced tumbling skills 
can be performed efficiently. Coaches need to be aware that Memory of Movement is only helpful when the movements 
are done correctly other wise the movements become ingrained as poor habits. Conditioning, drills and progressions will 
help develop strong tumblers and correct memory of movement 
�

Athletic Stance 
This position loads your thigh muscles with energy so they can explode as you stand up 
and create massive power off the surface of the floor. The Athletic Stance is used in 
standing tumbling and jumps. This is a position where our shoulders, knees and toes are in 
line with each other. Your hips are over your heels and your back is straight and not 
rounded in the shoulder or lower back area. 
 
Jump Technique 
Arms must lift sharply to fully extended position overhead without throwing backwards (no arch in back). Knees bend at 
takeoff and again at landing to absorb impact. Landing: Land toes, drop heels, and bend knees.  
 
Straight Jump - Should have total extension of knees and ankles in air (pointed toes). Body position should be slightly  
                            hollow, body tight. 
Tuck Jump - Must show stretch (extended hollow) before tuck position. Pull knees up to chest. 
�

Punch / Rebound Technique 
Push is through the toes, calves, and legs. The punch happens when there is considerable momentum of the athlete. 
Rather than absorb the landing, the athlete pushes quickly (punches) off the ground when landing to re-direct the power 
rather than absorb and dissipate it. S/he must keep legs strong with a hollow body. A way to practice this technique is to 
step off stacked mats and land with a quick explosion, pushing through toes and calves. This will prepare the athlete for 
rebounding in running skills, which is essential to transfer power and momentum from skill to skill. 
�

Beginning to Roll 
 

Rolls Forward -In all rolls, be sure students understand how to tuck head down and round their back. A drill to help, 
have the athlete rock forward and back on the floor with knees tucked tightly into the chest. Roll up to feet and back to 
tuck with hands going back, to back roll position. This drill can be done in tuck, pike or straddle. 
 
Front roll -Start with arms extended over head shoulders extended and head between arms. 
Squat and start to lower upper body down as one unit until hands touch ground. Hips lift upward as 
head and hands move to the ground. Head tucks down, back should be rounded. Keep weight in 
hands at all times. It is important that the head is not used as the start of the roll. Roll forward push 
through toes. Legs can straighten or remain tucked. As weight transfers onto lower back hands can 
grab knees in a tuck position pull in, to create power to stand back up with hands over head and 
back to where the skill started. Arms can extend and continue up to the same position that the roll 
started in. Watch a video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2sDrR3lOWPY  

- Variations - Straddle roll, pike roll, step out and handstand roll 
 
Candle Stick Roll 
Watch a video here: http://gymnasticswod.com/content/roll-candle-stick  
 
Hands are behind head, touching ground with elbows up toward ceiling. Body is in an extended 
hollow position. Weight should be in hands and shoulders, not the neck. Roll forward and tuck 
legs to stand up.  

- Variations - Straddle stand up - push between legs to a straddle stand. 
- Pike stand up - push on out side of legs and stand up in a pike. 
- One leg stand up - bend one leg and keep one straight. Arms reach out over straight leg 

and stand up on the bent leg with out other leg touching the ground. 



Back Roll 
Start with arms extended over head, shoulders extended, and head between arms. Squat down 
with arms up. Weight transfers backwards to seat and back as hands reach behind head with 
elbows up and close together. Hips leave floor and round over head as arms push body over to 
feet. Stand up with arms up and back to where skill started. Weight during a back roll is on 
shoulders and hands not neck. Keep chin down on chest throughout roll sequence. 
Watch a video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OFj8WM5CgUo  
Variations - Tuck, straddle, pike and back extension roll 
 
Common Mistakes:  
a) Neck is at an angle and the performer feels pressure on head: the athlete must learn to use 
arms and hands to push out of the skill 
b) Legs seem to flop over: the performer's core is not engaged. S/he must tighten abs and control rotation. 
 
 
Tumbling Lunge Technique (for handstand, hurdle, etc.) 

Whether it is a handstand, front walkover or round-off, 
athletes must execute the lunge correctly in order to 
gain the maximum power needed to perform the skill. 
The Lunge can start from a stand or can have an 
approach but no matter the start the lunge technique is 
the same. One leg is in front and bent with the knee 
over the toes, not in front. The other leg is straight and 
in back. Both feet are facing forward, all the weight is 
on the front leg. Arms are extended straight up, 
covering your ears. There should be a straight line 

from fingers to toes. Then we lean forward into a T or lever position. The distance between your feet is the same length 
as it is from the ground to your waist. Both hip bones are facing forward which is called being square to the front. 

Incorrect Lunges 

Small Lunge – In this lunge the lunge is not big enough. The distance between the feet needs to be 
the same length as from your hip to the floor. This type of lunge is very common in tumbling and 
leads athletes to perform other skills incorrectly. A possible reason for such a small lunge could be 
that the athlete did not fall into the lunge so there was not weight transfer from the back foot to the 
front. In this case the athlete steps forward to soon creating weight on both feet and a small lunge. 

 
Vertical Chest – In your lunge there needs to be a straight line from your finger tips to the heel 
of your back leg. In this lunge the line is curved due to the chest not being forward. This type of 
lunge indicates there was no transfer of weight from the back leg to the front. The athletes’ 
weight is equal on both legs and the weight needs to be only on the front leg. A possible reason 
for the chest being vertical is that the athletes hurdle could have been too high causing the 
chest not to lean forward. The Hurdle needs to be long and traveling forward not up. 
 
 

Knee is over the front foot – In this lunge the athletes keeps a pretty straight line from the back 
foot and the hands but because the lunge is not big enough the knee goes in front of the front foot. 
This type of lunge will not produce a correct tumbling skill it will instead dump the body down into 
the floor. The athlete needs to fall into the round off and step the front foot out more. 
 
 

Arms in front – In this lunge the athletes’ arms are down in front of the face. In a lunge the arms 
must be behind the ears so that there is a straight line from the back foot to the hands. This is 
one of the most common mistakes. This mistake cases tumbling to be high, slow and less 
powerful. 
�

�



Hollow Body Position: Tumbling: 
Hollow Body: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VyrUmzIHmzw  
 
The hollow body position is one of the most important fundamentals to learn when beginning gymnasts to learn when 
starting gymnastics. Understanding the proper hollow body hold allows the gymnast to perform a solid handstand, which 
is one of the most important building blocks for progressing in gymnastics. 

Handstand 
Watch the video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=5GJl0xqF2tk 

                                                    
Start in a lunge. Then lean forward into a T 
or lever position. The distance between your 
feet is the same length as it is from the 
ground to your waist. As you lever towards 
the ground your arms will contact the floor. At 
the point of touching the ground the distance 
between your arms and your front foot is the 

same as the distance from the floor to your waist. 
 
Kick up to a straight body handstand, core engaged, squeeze glutes and hamstrings, head in 
between arms (no turtles), body stretched to its maximum like a rubber band stretched totally. 
At the end step back down into the T and return to the lunge with arms by the ears. Your core 
should be engaged (bellybutton pulled in and up) at all times and your glutes, hamstrings, 
ankles and arms stretched to the maximum and tension filled. Most of the weight should feel 
like it is in the fingers, not the palm of the hand. At no time do you break your straight line 
from fingers to back foot. 
 
The most important thing is how the arms go down into the handstand. The entire upper body should lower to the floor 
as a strong tight unit. Hands should be shoulder width and fingers open. Head should remain between arms at all times. 
When coming up from the hand stand the body should return through the same positions and return to a lunge. When 
handstand is perfected, the body should be in a tight hollow body position with no arch.  
 
Incorrect Handstands 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Drills:  
Stiff as a board, donkey kicks (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fePw3f6oUmg), walk up the wall 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGBeHhJqgZk#t=32), handstand against the wall, handstand split, etc.   
 
Common Problems:  

- Bent arms: poor shoulder flexibility and/or not enough strength to hold the body weight. 
- Arch in back or looking at hands: needs more practice to find the balance point in a hollow/straight position.  
- Legs don’t get all the way up: usually because they are trying to get the legs together as soon as possible. Try 

getting them to go up in a split position and then bring feet together once they are balanced to help them get the 
feel of getting all the way up. 

 
Watch out for: Handstands crumbling on the neck area. A smart, attentive and physically capable spotter should be in 
control of the skill until the athlete knows how to independently step out, tuck and roll, or turn & “cartwheel” out of a 
handstand of they are not balanced.  
 
 



Cartwheels 
Similar to the handstand the upper body should lower to the floor as if a handstand is going to be performed. The first 
hand turns a ¼  turn the second hand continues to reach away from the first hand, over the head and turn ¼ to ½  turn 
as the body turns a ½  turn. The hands will be in one of three positions: T each other like car parked in garage (¼ and ½), 
kissing each other (fingers facing each other) or both hands turned backwards (1/4 turn both, like in a handstand).�The 
body should leave the floor just like a handstand both arms come up strong with head between the arms into a lunge 
position. 
 
Variations - Right and left cartwheel, one arm cartwheel (left and right, near and far hand), Timing cartwheels (legs 
close at top of cartwheel and then open again). Switch leg cartwheels and rebounding cartwheels. 
 
Watch a video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDzgbWvJc3s  
 
 
Drills & Progressions:  
https://sites.google.com/site/gymskillbasics/floor-1/cartwheels-round-offs  
http://iml.jou.ufl.edu/projects/Fall08/Garman/drills.html  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztKvJS0DTYI  
http://www.gymmomentum.com/2011/11/17/cartwheel-drills/  
http://gymnasticswod.com/content/cartwheel-progression-pt1 
http://gymnasticswod.com/content/cartwheel-progression-pt2 
http://gymnasticswod.com/content/cartwheel-progression-pt4  
 
Common Problems:  

- Skill seems to happen in pieces: the athlete is still in the cognitive stage of development, going through 
movement association and taking out the quarter turn (for young learners) may help teach the 'flow" of the 
movement 

- Bent Legs: the performer is not yet comfortable with hip-over-head rotation and must work on arm strength & 
handstand position. 

 

Round-Off 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The entry into a round-off is the same as a cartwheel. Legs should close at vertical. As legs close, hands should leave 
the floor. To create power off hands, there should be no angles in the body - i.e. elbow bent, shoulders out of line with 
head, back arched or hips piked. The body should be in a tight extended arch position going from a tight arch to a tight 
hollow. Depending on next skill performed, the feet should land in front of the body with the majority of the body already 
passed vertical, so the power created continues into the next skill. 
 
Variations - One or two step round-off, power hurdle round-off, down a wedge mat (to develop speed), with rebound 
(arms up head between arms) 
 
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=9ZYG7V0Uw1c and here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SBynK6UoT24&list=PLMUuCD5euGIY11hEWTSEBeokR_iv1JKPW  

It begins with the same lunge as a cartwheel. The arms are covering ears; weight of body is on lunge leg in front. The 
back leg is straight. Legs are as far apart as it is from the floor to your waist. You lever forward into a T or Lever 
position. As you tilt to the floor you do ½ turn with your whole body. Your hands will contact the floor with arms by your 
ears, head turns to smell armpit of your favored side. The distance from hands to front leg is the same as the distance 
from the floor to your waist. Your hands will be in one of three positions: T each other like car parked in garage, kissing 
each other (fingers facing each other) or both hands turned backwards. Your legs will come together shortly after 
vertical. If you have not driven your back leg up, using your glutes and hamstrings, the round off will have no power. 

Any deviance from a straight line in any part of the round off will create a slow, inefficient round off. If our arms leave the 
ears the same problem occurs. Remember straight is great: no curves or angles in your body. The longer and lower the 
round off, the more explosive the third skill will be. Snap the legs under you for a long back handspring. Snap down legs 
behind you for height on a skill after the round off (tuck, layout). This is basic to all back tumbling. Feet under you 



means you go back like a back handspring or a whip. The landing of the round off is the “sit” of the back handspring. 
Feet behind you in a tight hollow lean forward with arms by your ears gives a parabolic lift with lots of time for twisting 
and flipping. The difference in where your feet hit the floor after the round off is in the timing of the legs coming together. 
The later they come together the longer the round off so the height will be greater. 

Drills: 
• Legs Up & Over: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=iEDRQXOJ6qA  
• Arms Up & Over: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=sot6m8rUuF8  
• Arms & Legs Up & Over: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=3bW_212nmLs  
• Lunge Up & Over: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=q-nUvQB2Hrk  
• Liberty Fall Forward: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=VgfvUUZjgqA  
• Rubber Band Ankles: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=QMKwbpM7hoM  
• Jump Hurdle Reach Over: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=FpYj4jKneSI  
• Jump Hurdle Snap Over: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=aKuW6U8123o  
• Perfect Round-Off: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=2elqoLqWISA  
• Round-Off Up Hill: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=25GMs17nmeA  

 
 
Common Problems: Bent legs, feet landing too close to hands or flopping to the floor, crooked round-offs, no 
punch/rebound at the end, landing with arms in front instead of arms by ears, etc.  
 
 
Bridge 
Start teaching skill on ground, lying on back with knees up and pulled into body. Keep feet shoulder width apart. 
Hands touch floor behind head with elbows up and in. Push evenly on hands and feet, lifting all of the body off the 
floor into an arch position. Athlete should develop bridge toward the ideal position of shoulders aligned directly over 
the wrist. 
 

Starting Position                           Push to Arch                                                 Ideal Position 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Drills & Variations: 

� From floor - feet together, legs and arms straight, lift one leg, lift one arm, jump off one leg, clap hands 
and land back in bridge, jump and switch feet, walk in bridge forward and backward. 

� Bridge skills  - Walking hands down a wall behind you to bridge, Bridge from stand, bridge from 
handstand, kick over from floor, limber, and walkovers forward and backward.  

�

Back Walkover 
The back walkover starts from a stand; the body 
is stretched and tall with arms covering the ears. 
All the weight of your body is on the back leg, you 
simply point the toes of your front leg and keep it 
straight. Begin by reaching back with eyes on 
hands one vertebra at a time. As your arms, 
shoulders and head go back, your front leg comes 
up like a see saw. As your hands contact the floor 
you pass through a handstand with your legs split 

apart, you kick your back leg over. You will arrive back into a lunge to finish the skill. Shoulders must remain stretched 
throughout this skill and a lever or T position should be maintained throughout the skill. To be able to do a back 



walkover, upon contact with the floor your shoulders should be pressed backwards so they are right over the tops of 
wrists. It should be one continuous movement.  
 
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=KvMZwHCZkBU  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIzCqy-R9oo  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGgjT_c9Bl8  
 
The most common problem we see is the athlete split the skill into two separate parts, the bridge and then the kick-over. 
The first leg should lever as the hands reach backwards. The athlete needs to practice the timing with a capable spotter 
to build the confidence to complete the skill as one unit. Bent legs is also common as some athletes lack the shoulder 
and core strength and try to rely on the legs and knees to drive the skill over. Practice with the drills and variations listed 
under Bridge will help resolve these problems.  
 
Front Walkover 
This skill requires the same entrance as a handstand. As your arms reach forward you can look at your hands. The front 
foot in the lunge will not push off the ground until the hands touch the ground. As you pass through the handstand 
position with your legs in a split, your hands push up and back. Keeping arms by your ears with eyes on your hands you 
stand up with the bottom part of your body first and then your upper part while kicking the second leg straight up into a 
small arc. The key to this skill is the reach of arms into it, tightness of body upon impact with the floor, tight stretch of 
upper shoulders, and the blocking off the floor with the arms, as you pass through vertical in the handstand position with 
legs split.  
 

 
 
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=G8-LYjqyzkQ  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tkmQyrT0cDQ  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O_tBBzH9CRQ  
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Purpose: Gives students success in fundamental skills 
 
With athlete's demonstration of control of power and good alignment in the basics, Level 2 elevates the speed and 
complexity of skills. The natural break between Level 2 and Level 3 happens before air borne rotation without hand 
support in tumbling. This is a very important part of the athlete' learning and experience and must be taught with 
understanding of safety considerations. 
 
Level 2 Tumbling can be considered the most crucial time in a tumbler's learning. The back handspring and round-off 
back handspring are air-borne skills with hand support; they are the catalyst for all other running tumbling. For success 
in graduating beyond Level 2 these skills need to be learned with a strong supported core and manipulation of power. 
The tumbler should have a good solid round off that generates power with an easy punch through the feet. Trouble 
shooting can often times be solved with concentration on the round off as the learner may change the technique of the 
round-off when connecting to the back handspring. 
 
 



Safety Considerations 
Only a mature and responsible person should spot a back handspring. The spotter should have knowledge of the skill 
and the athlete. They must be physically capable to stop the athletes’ body to direct a safe landing and the agility to 
shuffle the feet with the tumbler. Mental and Physical readiness is very important while learning air-borne skills with 
hand support. The athlete must be able to physically hold his/her weight in her arms and carry through his/her core to 
completion of the skill. The athlete must also be comfortable with the skill before attempting it independently. Spotting, 
drills and equipment can teach the proper memory of movement to train the back handspring or front handspring, but 
the athlete must be able to feel initiating and attempting the skill in proper technique to be able to perform it 
independently. 
 

Back Handspring 

 
When beginning the weight should be placed in the upper legs by sitting back with chest up to maximize a strong jump 
into a back handspring. Knees should never travel forward while sitting into a back handspring. All movement should be 
backwards to create a strong motion to the ground. During a strong back handspring the athlete will contact the floor with 
their body fully extended in a tight arch position. As the hands leave the ground the body should travel from a tight arch 
to a tight hollow position. The head should remain between the arms at all times. There should be no angles other than 
at the wrist. Any place a large angle occurs - i.e. shoulders, elbows, back, or hips - energy will be lost. When angles 
occur all the force will be aimed into the angle. When a tight arch or hollow is held the force of the ground is distributed 
through out the body. To obtain the maximum potential an athlete will need to be physically strong and have the ability to 
control their body. 
 
Drills - Back walkover, back limber, handstand hops, handstand snap up, use a wedge to created power and allow 
time to get hands under the body, barrels can be used to help athletes learn to sit and jump back safely. 
 
Watch the video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=EpomLzKeAjQ  
 
Back Handspring Drills 
Back handspring drills can be started with the basics. Any athlete will progress more quickly and safely if the majority of 
the skills listed are mastered. Back handsprings should not be taught until the athlete is able to control a handstand and 
cartwheel. Other skills to master: Back Roll, Bridge, Bridge Kick-over, Back Walkover, proper jump technique. 
 
1) Sit and Push Drill: Learning the proper positions to put the body in before jumping into a back handspring will help 
alleviate a number of problems down the road. Weight should be placed in the upper legs by sitting back with chest up to 
maximize a strong jump into a back handspring. Knees should never travel forward while sitting into a back handspring. 
All movement should be backwards to create a strong motion to the ground.  
�

Start with arms up and sit back against a wall - thighs should be parallel to the floor, back flat against wall and arms full 
extended against the wall. The same drill can be done with an arm swing. Jump up and back onto a soft mat landing in 
an extended tight body with hips full extend in a tight arch. Can also try back handsprings over a barrel. 
 
2) Snap Up Drill   - (Second half of back handspring) - During a strong back handspring the athlete will contact the 
floor with their body fully extended in a tight arch position. Hips and feet should not pass over the hands and shoulders 
until after the hands have left the ground. As the hands leave the ground the body should travel from a tight arch to a 
tight hollow position. 
 
Open strong shoulders in an arch position, hollow position and extended position standing up and upside down. 
Standing up the athlete can be placed in the positions by the instructor. They can also use a wall to help keep the body 
straight and isolate the shoulders. Inverted can be done off a mat, against a wall, with an instructor placing the athlete 
in the desired positions. Handstands on an elevated surface and then snapping through the shoulders off the mat onto 
the ground and landing with the arms up and extended. Handstand hops - at the athlete kicks up into a handstand they 
rebound off their hands and land still in a handstand 
 



This is a good time to utilize equipment and stations, to teach muscle memory. Be aware of important learning factors 
and be creative with the ways you allow them to practice. 
 
More Drills: 

� Back Limber: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-back-limber/  
� Barrel: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-barrel/  
� Fast Arms: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-fast-arms/ 
� Snap Down: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-hand-stand-snap-downs/ 
� Jump Backs: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-jump-backs/ 
� Push Aways: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-push-aways/ 
� Reach Backs: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-reach-backs/ 
� Rubber Bands: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-rubber-band-back-handsprings/ 
� Slow Motion: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-slow-motion-back-handspring/ 
� Swing & Jump: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-swing-jump/ 
� Toes Up: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-toes-up-back-handspring/ 

 
 
Common Problems:  

- Not enough power: knee may be passing the toes on the sit which takes away power from jump or sit may be too 
low. 

- Rotation too high and skill "undercuts": the chest is dropping on the sit and/or jump, knees are passing toes or athlete 
is lifting hips forward when arching for the initiation of the skill. 

- Landing is heavy and loud: the athlete is not using their shoulders to push through the skill and fully extend. 
- http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=5-glxragoWw  

 
 
Front Handspring 
 
Watch a video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6VY_9idewk and here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vKjjgHu8ggY  

 
All the principals involved in a back handspring are similar in 
a front handspring. The only variation is the head position. 
During a back handspring the head should remain between 
the arms and slight tuck down. In a front handspring the head 
should remain between the arms but held back to enable the 
shoulders and hips to stay open. Skills needed to learn a 
front handspring - front walkover, front limber, and handstand 
hop.  
 
Front handsprings start in a lunge position with the upper 
body reaching out and down in a fully extended position. 

During a front handspring the upper body, from the hands to shoulders, blocks the floor in a tight extended position 
enabling the body to bounce off the ground. The blocking action should occur prior to vertical.  
 
When the hands leave the ground the feet should be closed, the head should remain between the arms with the head 
back and the hips open. When the feet contact the floor the upper body from the hips up should be lifting up and still 
behind the hips and feet. As in the back handspring any angles will allow created energy to be lost into the angle - i.e. 
knees, hips, shoulders, and elbows. 
 
Drills - Front walkovers, front limbers, handstand hops, handstand hops against a soft mat up against a wall, handstand 
hops off a mat onto an elevated surface landing on flat back. Front handspring from one or two steps, front handsprings 
from power hurdle, front handspring step out, flyspring (front handspring landing with feet together.) 
�

Common Problems:  
� Tucked/Bent Body & Legs: The first stage in learning a front handspring is to learn how to override your 

natural inclination to tuck forward when rotating forward. Since a handspring is led by the heels, virtually 
everyone who tries a front handspring will want to tuck forward.  

� Landing on Back/Bum: Practice blocking off the floor through shoulders. 
 
 



Round Off Back Handspring 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N8GQXe0aHTc  

 
To create a powerful round off back 
handspring an athlete will need to be able 
to perform a straight, strong round off that 
rebounds off the ground and allows the 
body to stand up past vertical. The 
connection between the round off and the 
back handspring will be strong when the 

body is over turned and already heading back into the back handspring. The feet should be underneath the athlete's 
hips, if not slightly in front of the body. Until the round off is perfected to this level power will be lost. If an athlete lands 
with their feet behind them this causes the athlete to travel up or forward. Landing in a squat or pike position can cause 
the knees to buckle or roll forward making the back handspring under cut. The same angle principle applies - where 
angles occur power is lost and momentum is not directed backward causing a loss of speed. 
 
Common Problems: 

- The Athlete gets “stuck” with the connection between the two skills. If the athlete has perfected both the round 
off and the back handspring, this is most likely happening for 1 of 2 reasons: 

o The athlete is landing with the feet behind the hips. Remember, the landing of the round off IS the sit 
phase of the back handspring. They must land with the feet in front of the hips to generate power back.  

o The athlete does not know what to do with arms/swing. The arm swing that occurs during a standing 
back handspring helps to generate backwards momentum for the skill. In a round off back handspring 
the momentum comes from the round off and the skill will be much faster. Try getting the athlete to try a 
standing back handspring (with spot at first) while leaving their arms up by their ears (no swing). This 
should help with the transition/connection because after the round off the arms need to remain by the 
ears in a round off back handspring.   

 

Round off Back Handspring Series 
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dQa-DPV8TD0 or http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaabix24urc  
Note: STANDING back handspring series is not legal until Level 3. 
 
The same principles for the round off back handspring apply to the round off back handspring series. The 
athlete must focus on snapping their feet under their shoulders after each back handspring. If an athlete lands 
with their feet behind them this causes the athlete to travel up or forward. Landing in a squat or pike position 
can cause the knees to buckle or roll forward making the back handspring undercut. The same angle principle 
applies - where angles occur power is lost and momentum is not directed backward causing a loss of speed.  
 
Drills - Snap up drills, hanging abs, V-ups and, handstand hops 
 
Other Skills for Level 2: Dive Roll: Similar to the forward roll except the hands and feet are not on the ground at the 
same time and the skill covers distance. Can be done in standing or running tumbling. Body should stretch to a hollow / 
slightly piked position prior to the roll. Watch video here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbxsqHJ5bWg  or here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RIpqYa0iS6g  
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After mastering extension, power and body awareness in Level 2, the Level 3 tumbler begins to rotate in the air with no 
hand support. To begin these skills it is important to have basic mastery of Level 1 and 2.  After executing with proper 
back alignment and learning hip control and awareness the tumbler is ready to back tuck. 
 
Level 3 is the closest level to the average high school cheerleading competition team. A Level 3 cheerleader should be 
confident performing skills on mats, competition floors, and other acceptable performance related surfaces. If it is a goal 
for the athlete to "make a high school team", s/he must be aware of his or her capabilities on different surfaces. 
The tumbler who has mastered the round-off back handspring should work on a good strong set, lifting the arms and 



chest upward. The set of the body, with eyes on a spot above them, prepares the learner for the point in time when 
rotation should be initiated.  
 
The use of the punch learned in level one to change the direction of acceleration upward, will create a large amount of 
upward momentum. Proper technique in this set gives the athlete time and power to rotate in the air. The first type of 
rotation is in a tuck position. If the learner had conditioned their core in a way that quick fast contraction pulls their 
knees/shins over their head when lying on the ground, and they have properly demonstrated the round of back 
handspring set (or rebound), then they are ready to learn the round off back handspring back tuck.  
 
The punch off the ground and set upward are very important elements of the completion of the round-off back 
handspring back tuck. As the learner begins to rotate they should learn subtle differences between rotation types. For 
instance a Russian Lift (which is probably the type of rotation attempted when learning a front tuck), has a fast core 
rotation instead of the set and pull from shins over the set height. Although a Russian Lift is considered a punch front, 
learning about the rotation will help the athlete become more spatially aware. 
 
Safety Considerations 
When spotting tumbling in level 3 the coach must be confident in moving with a pass and strong enough to move a 
stalled tuck through the rotation. The support of spotting a back tuck should be placed a little differently as the rotation 
should be going upward and not backward. The spotter should support the back and the rotation with a hand following 
the athlete through the round off and a hand following the legs for the rotation. The spotter must be confident moving 
with the pass and supporting the skill through a safe landing. With a higher level of support on the core and the ability to 
push the learner through the rotation, the coach must also be able to follow through to the landing to ensure the learner 
has a proper landing angle. 
 
Connecting Skills: 
When connecting skills from a round off, jump or back handspring, the landing of the skill will be different depending on 
which skill is being connected afterwards. For skills that require backwards momentum (back handspring), the feet need 
to land slightly in front of the hip to direct the power backwards. For skills requiring upward momentum we need to re-
direct the momentum already going backwards (if coming from round off or back handspring) to upwards momentum by 
landing with feet slightly behind the hips and blocking up.  
 
The same theories apply when connecting skills from a jump. Remember, the landing of the jump is the initiation phase 
of the following skill. Also, ensure the arm positioning does not hinder the following skill and that arm placement is 
taught consistently for timing of synchronized skills. Although jump tuck combination is not legal until level 5, (and not at 
all for NS school teams), T-Jump/Straight Jump to tuck would be legal in level 4. The arms at the end of the jump would 
generally need to go slightly behind the body and out to the sides on the jump landing to initiate the jump phase of the 
tuck. Jump back handspring combinations are permitted in level 3 and T-Jump/Straight Jump to back handspring is 
legal in level 2.  
 
Therefore in level 2 when performing round-off back handspring series remember that the landing of each skill is the 
prep phase for the skill after it. The first back handspring needs to be able to land past vertical because it is the sit 
phase of the next back handspring. Also consider in series back handsprings that the timing will be a little different 
because each successive skill gets more momentum and speed from the skills before it. The skills will get faster 
 
Standing Back Handspring Series 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6mDsIlmxmY  
All of the principles discussed in the explanation of Connecting Skills above, and the "Round off Back Handspring 
Series" in Level 2 apply. You can be creative here and add Cartwheels or one arm back handsprings. 
Example - Cartwheel, back handspring, right arm back handspring, left arm back handspring, forward roll 
 
 

Jump Back Handspring Combination 
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0D9GWWTDjxI  
Timing is generally the biggest obstacle for an athlete learning the jump back handspring combo. The toe touch must 
end with a solid landing - feet together in an athletic stance, knees slightly bent and chest up/ erect for this skill to be 
performed successfully. The landing of the toe touch is the "sit" for the back handspring. Once an athlete has mastered 
the landing of the jump all of the principles for the back handspring detailed in Level 2 apply. Note that the jump may 
come AFTER the tumbling skill and still be “at level”. The same principles would apply. 
 
Drills - Toe Touch Rebound, Toe Touch Straight Jump, Toe Touch Toe Touch 



Aerial Cartwheel 
Videos: http://vimeo.com/33188480  
 
The side aerial is a great skill for the LEG flexible athlete. The straddle split is a prerequisite for this skill. This skill is 
performed successfully with strong legs and proper body position. Begin with arms up, hurdle, lunge, and follow this 
with a BIG kick. The athlete really needs to think about kicking quickly into a split. W e are looking for full extension of 
the legs in a full straddle.  
 
The athlete must push sharply upwards (not forward, you want the momentum of your body to travel upwards) with the 
front leg and lift the chest up while bending at the waist and twisting the shoulders in towards the push off leg (same 
way as the cartwheel) to initiate the skill. If the athlete throws their chest down while attempting to execute this skill it 
will not hit.  
 
Twist your upper body in the same direction as the foot you take off from. This is probably the trickiest part of doing an 
aerial because the twist needs to happen much faster than in a cartwheel. The ½ twist of the upper body begins as the 
first leg is kicking up and is already completed just after the push off leg leaves the floor. Stand in the landing position 
and notice where your shoulders are facing. The key to the twist part of the aerial is to get your shoulders facing that 
way as quickly as possible. Now stand in the starting position and take your shoulders through the motion slowly so you 
get the feeling of the rotation they need to take. It needs to be sharp and forceful movement of the shoulders and should 
happen very close to the push off leg, not stretched out away from the body. The arms, shoulders and chest also need 
to pull UP to provide lift for the skill to be successful. Freeze frame the video above around the point of take off to see 
how quickly the shoulders are square in the finish position.  
 
The arms will generally go out to the side during the skill. The skill will finish in a lunge, and as the first foot lands the 
arms will go back up and finish by the head for balance. 
 
Drills - Straddle split holds, Dive/block cartwheels, 1 hand cartwheels, cartwheel where hands land ½ twist (i.e. twist 
body & kick over quicker), etc., Side aerials off of stacked mats, side aerials on tumble track, plyometrics, jumping 
lunges 
 
 
Punch Front/ Front Tuck 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=zqKs9aDj9OQ  
 
To perform a punch front you will take two or more steps and then take a long quick step like an assemble in dance, feet 
in front of your body with shoulders, head and arms stretched backwards in a long tight arch. The hips and hamstrings 
must be squeezed together to promote the heel drive needed for the tuck. As you punch the floor with your feet in front 
of your head and shoulders you drive yours heels over your head using your hamstrings, your hands may grab the tops 
of the knee area to enhance lateral rotation as the knees come over the head. As you begin to see the floor on the other 
side you may open the tuck and set your feet on the ground as in the forward roll. 
 
You may change the position of your legs to a pike instead of driving your heels over you drive your glutes over first, in 
a pike. As in all front tumbling the chest area is open and chin is neutral. Arm position is arms covering ears and 
shoulders stretched in a tight arch. There is no arching of the lower back in any tumbling skills so engage that core at all 
times. 
 
To step out of a front tuck you must first punch correctly so the skill goes up and then as you see the ground on the 
other side you will step out with a lunge and pull arms by ears so you can execute the next skill, usually a round off. 
 
Tuck (after round off or round off back handspring) 

Video:http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedd
ed&v=noywWl_qyhg  
For the tuck the athlete's arms must go up by ears immediately 
after the back handspring. It is important for the athlete to use 
the landing of the round-off to create a high (upward 
momentum) set through a proper punch. The punch will use the 
force to create a powerful upward momentum. Keeping the 
body tight the athlete then drives the knees up over the head 
and shoulders. The feel should be of lifting the lower part of the 
body up through the arms not dropping the upper part back. The 
head should remain in at all times and not allowed to be thrown 



back. The landing should absorb through the balls of the feet, to the heels and soft (bent legs). The muscles of the legs 
must be engaged for the softest landing for the ligaments/joints.  
 
Most of the technique in this video is pretty raw, but watch the difference in rotation when he doesn’t set, throws his 
head back, etc: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2iK7E65l1w  
 
Drills: 
Roll back onto floor from stacked 
mat: Stack mats to shoulder height of 
the athlete. Have the athlete lie on the 
mats with their shoulders at the end of 
the mats (their head should be off the 
mat allowing them to hold their head 
up on their own). Arms extend up so 
that the head is between the arms. 
Athlete must quickly lift/pull up knees 
to chest in tuck position to initiate roll. 
As knees and feet go over head 
athlete should remain in tuck position 
and prepare to land on feet on the 
floor. This is a great drill as it teaches 
the athlete to roll/flip in a tight tuck 
position; it teaches them to roll quickly; and it teaches them to hold their head up/in place while tucking; and of course, it 
teaches them to land on their feet. This drill may also be performed on the floor, but it is so much more effective on the 
stacked mats. 
 
Jump up onto back in tuck on stacked mat: Too often athletes will attempt to execute a tuck without setting or they 
initiate the tuck while their feet are still on the floor. When this occurs, the athlete generally is NOT in a tuck position and 
is initiating the tuck with the head. Again, the athlete must be taught to slow down and to use good technique as the 
tuck should be performed at the highest point of the jump. This drill will help the athlete learn to jump UP more and to 
keep his/her shoulders up and head in place while jumping. To perform this drill, stack mats to approximately the 
shoulder height of the athlete. The athlete will stand with their back to the mats and using their legs and arms jump up 
onto the mats in a tuck position. If the athlete attempts to tuck too soon or fails to jump up - and rather jumps back with 
the shoulders and hips - they will hit the mats and fail to land on top of the stacked mats, which is the goal. Additional 
drills to help with this skill include walking lunges, squats, calf raises and as always any abdominal exercise. 
 
Also read Standing Back Tuck in Level 4 for more tips and drills. 
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With mastery of the Flipping Level 4 begins to challenge the learner demanding a higher level of athletic excellence.  
Flipping now includes body positions and transitions that demand more core strength and air sense. In this level a stable 
and connected core will be important for success, because airborne skills are prevalent. The air sense and experience 
developed in the first three levels make the forward progressions natural. However, the concentration on upper level 
skills and new variations may lead to muscle memory "lapse", so continued practice and attention should be paid to the 
basic lines and power. 
 
A tumbler who has mastered the round-off back handspring back tuck is ready to begin setting higher with a hollow 
body to prepare for the layout. It is important to work again on his/her set and core strength before changing their body 
position from a tuck to a layout (stretch or hollow body) in the flip. A layout demands more strength and force from the 
core, but it must be initiated after the set to ensure proper height. Standing tumbling moves from the series back 
handsprings to a Standing Tuck, which demands a tremendous amount of force and quick contraction from the 
abdominal muscles. The height of the jump and strength of the core will determine success on standing tumbling. 
 

Conditioning for Level 3 Tumbling 
For a tuck you need to be able to stretch your body completely in the air before 
pulling your shins over your head. In order to do this, an athlete needs to have a 
strong core and lower body. These conditioning exercises will, over a period of time 
{different for each athlete), develop the strength necessary to perform a tuck that 
rotates around the shoulders in a candlestick position. 
 
1. Crunches of any type- 50                 
2. Side v-ups- 25 each leg                               
3. Superman lifts- 50                              
4. Bent leg hamstring lifts- 30                          
5. 1 leg hamstring lifts- 30 each side               
6. Candlestick Tuck Jumps- 25                       
7. Candlestick Levers- 10 

8. Calk raises- 30 each direction 
9. Squat jumps- 50 
10. Prone holds- 2/60 seconds 
11. Side planks- 2/30 seconds 
12. Hollow holds- 6/10 seconds 
13. All cardio i.e.: rope jumping 200 

Taken from For the Love of Tumbling by Debbie Love 



An important consideration in Level 4 is the continued air sense and upward set from power tumbling. Standing tumbling 
also incorporates tricks after the series back handsprings. It is very important that the back handspring develops the 
speed needed for a proper set. Each back handspring should get faster and more powerful to complete this. 
 
 
Safety Considerations 
For a tumbling coach the spotting on standing tucks and layouts is very important for proper memory of movement. A 
strong coach who is able to move with the tumbler should be able to analyze the direction of the movement and 
compensate properly. The athletes' head and neck should always be protected. 
 
 
 

Front Aerial: 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-vK-0GzTlm0 
The front aerial is a great skill for the BACK flexible athlete. A good front split and flexible back are essential for this skill. 
A front aerial is a front walkover with no hand support. The techniques involved in the punch front, front walkover and 
aerial all will come into play with this skill. A big push up driving the heel back is required from the front leg. A quick 
powerful kick to a split position over the head to a back arch position is required from the kick leg. Keep the chest up but 
look at the floor for as long as possible, then follow through the rotation by pulling the upper body up for the landing (as 
you did in the front walkover). Arms start up, go to the sides when rotating and finish up. 
 
 

Standing Back Tuck 
Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=YEQaQL62tzI  
 

 
A back tuck requires a more conditioned body than a double full. It is a very important basic skill. To perform a back tuck 
you must first sit into the athletic stance. Then swing arms to ears, and then begin your extension upwards into a stretch 
jump. As you stretch upwards your arms lift you (that is their job). During sit before take off be sure body is in proper 
alignment - Hips under, chest up as arms swing into back. Keep head neutral while jumping up - arms should swing up 
stopping slightly past vertical. The initiation and completion of the rotation will need to happen faster than in running 
tumbling. This will require a strong core and fast twitch muscle development in abdomen. Body should extend into a 
tight arch position when first coming off the floor, chest up, head neutral with arms up. Shoulders should extend 
complete open.  
 
Once you have achieved your stretch jump, you pull your shins and toes up in a karate kick type style over your head 
rotating in a candlestick tuck position with the head in a neutral position. Knees should come quickly up into the chest. It 
is the same position that you end up in after a backward roll. As your knees, shins and toes come over your head you 
may do one of two different things with your arms. Your arms can stay by your ears until your body rotates up to meet 
them or you can complete the circle with arms and grab under your thighs to help your rotation. At no time do you bring 
your arms forward after the stretch jump. That changes your backward momentum into forward momentum, which is 
bad news for a back tuck. Feet and body should remain tucked until floor is spotted or while landing. The body should 
remain rounded with chest over knees during the landing. Knees, ankles and hips should absorb the landing. 
 
Tuck Drills 
• Back Roller: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-back-roller/  
• Football Neck: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-football-neck/ 
• Kick Drill: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-back-tuck-kick-drill/ 
• Rocket Back Tuck: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-rocket-back-tuck/ 
• Rubber Bands: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-rubber-band-back-tucks/ 
• Three Steps: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-three-step-back-tuck/ 
• Toes Up: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-toes-up-back-tuck/ 
• Cheese Tuck: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-cheese-tuck/ 



• Water Bottles: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-water-bottles/ 
• Training Bra: http://fortheloveoftumbling.com/drills/drills-training-bra/ 
 
Common Problems:  

- The skill travels back: the athlete is rolling her hips to far forward/ under in the jump. 
- Legs are apart or open: the set is not being completed and core is not properly engaged, this is a way for the 

athlete to get around quickly (by folding) instead of completing the rotation. 
- The landing falls forward: the athlete is not keeping the core strong and bringing the chest up and throughout 

the rotation or spotting for a landing. It is very important for this reason that a skill (like a forward roll) not be 
taught after the standing tuck until the landing is mastered. 

 
 
Whips 
Videos: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LlzYUc2DLhI; http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=68311ZSo_Rw; 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KDv0Y4eZpCs;  
 
It must be performed out of a backwards traveling skill like a round off or BHS. The whip is very similar to the back 
handspring - only slightly shorter and higher. This skill allows the athlete to go a little bit faster. When executing, the 
arms will go back like the back handspring and the feet should be pulled underneath as in the back handspring. The 
athlete must maintain a tight arch, squeezing hips and abs throughout the skill. Do not allow the athlete to lead with 
head. They must throw their arms like they are doing a back handspring then pull down close to their body - squeeze 
hips and abs - snap feet and hips down. If the skill is the end of the tumbling line, do not lift the head and chest when 
landing. If the athlete attempts this, he/she will land on their bottom. They should land with a round back and arms up 
high.  
 
The beauty of the whip is that it adds power and speed to a tumbling line. If the whip is transitioning to another skill 
(most frequently it is), the position of the landing will vary depending on the skill to follow. See Connections in Level 3.   
 
 
Layout 
Video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=NS8OdbrBTk4  
 

For the layout the athlete's arms must go up by ears immediately after the back 
handspring. The rotation will happen slower than in a tuck, requiring a higher set 
and strong hollow body position. Keeping the body in a hollow position the athlete 
then drives the toes and hips up over the head and shoulders and through the 
arms. The feel should be of lifting the lower part of the body up through the arms 
not dropping the upper part back. Allowing an athlete to learn a layout in the arch 
position will hinder their ability to learn twisting skills. 
 
Although not advisable, it would be great if we could teach a layout before a tuck 
because undoing a tuck is difficult. A tuck is just a layout with bent knees. To do 
a layout you must punch the floor out of a back handspring and stay tight, with 
core engaged, hips and glutes stretched and arms by the ears. As the body lifts 

with the toes leading the rotation, the body closes like a door on the arms when upside down / vertical to the floor.  
 
You do not pull your arms down by your side. Extended prone holds and candlestick exercises will help your athlete 
understand the concept of the layout or hollow position. There is absolutely no bend in the middle of the body or arch 
through the shoulders in a layout. The arms lead the skill up into the air like the athlete is reaching up for a bar. If the 
arms are in front of the ears the layout is being led by the head and shoulders. The arms job is to lift your center of 
gravity upwards so they must do their job. This requires the round off back handspring to be performed technically 
correct with arms never leaving ears. 

�

�

Common Problems:  
- Layout looks like a Whip: A Whip Back is not a Layout. The set needs to be directed upward and the point of 

rotation needs to happen over the shoulder height of the set. The back should not arch in a layout.  
- The athlete pikes over: the set is not strong enough to continue rotation with a strong straight body. The core 

must be engaged. A tip is to encourage the athlete to pull with the thighs and the toes to keep them from piking. 
 
Drill to learn to pull through toes: Have athlete stand with mat/block/large book edge on top of toes. They should jump 
straight up and flick the object over using just their toes through thigh muscles.  


